SINGING
Quick Reference Guide

A Patterns in All Things Companion
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KEYS
NOTES

KEYS or NOTES

Each white KEY is a NOTE (vocal note)
The longer it’s held = note (full note)
The shorter it’s held = half note

Each black KEY is a NOTE (“on key”)
Right of the white key = SHARP (“singing sharp”) above key
Left of the white key = FLAT (“singing flat”) below key

Use a piano keyboard (you can search for free online
virtual piano keyboards) and match each key played
with its key (note). Use your voice to match each key.
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VIBRATO
TREMOLO

STRAIGHT TONE
This is a held vocal NOTE (straight tone)

It can vary for how long the note is held and can be
fast or slow but must be held on KEY
Not to be confused with MONOTONE

Famous singers known to sing with straight tone

Phil Collins

VIBRATO
Pronounced vee-BRAH-do
This is a modulated vocal NOTE (also called VIBRATO singing style) with PITCH
SHORT or TIGHT Vibrato
It can vary for how short each “peak” modulation lasts and its count
Short modulation is also called “tight throat” technique (short Vibrato

EXAMPLE
A4 to A#4 to A4
or
A4 to B4 to A4 to B4

LONG or LOOSE Vibrato
It can vary for how long each “peak” modulation lasts and its count
Long modulation is also called “open throat” technique (long Vibrato)

EXAMPLE
A4 to B4 to A4 (slow)

TREMOLO
Pronounced treh-MO-lo
This is a held modulated rapid vocal NOTE
No variation in pitch (same note) but done rapidly or changing volume
Some traditional vocalists consider tremolo an improper vibrato, but
contemporary vocalists use it as another vocal technique
Note: tremolo is a legitimate technique and sound with musical
instruments such as a violin or guitar

EXAMPLE
A4 to A4 to A4 to A4

Famous singers known to sing with tremolo and
vibrato

Harry Styles

Margaret
Becker

Layne Staley

WOBBLE
Wobble is a vibrato held too slowly and drops too far in pitch and is usually
unintended and not desired
Can happen to the most experienced singers and can be a sign of weakened
vocal cords

COMBINATION
Combining short vibrato with long vibrato with straight tones and tremolos

EXAMPLE
E4 to F4 to E4 to F4 to
E4 to E4 to E4

tight vibrato

tremolo

long vibrato

tight vibrato

EXAMPLE
D4 to C4 to A3 to A4 to
A3 to C4 to C4

tremolo
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VOICE
TYPES

VOICE TYPES
Male Vocal Ranges & Voice Types

Female Vocal Ranges & Voice Types
Alto, Soprano, Mezzo Soprano
I am a TENOR due to my A#2 – A#5 vocal
range (more on calculating that, later)

1.Basso: lowest male voice type with a vocal range of E2-E4
2.Baritone: 2nd lowest male voice type with a vocal range of A2-A4
3.Tenor: 2nd highest male voice type with a vocal range of C3-C5
4.Countertenor: highest male voice type with a vocal range of E3-E5
5.Contralto: lowest female voice type with a vocal range of E3-E5
Greg X Volz

6.Alto: 2nd lowest female voice type with a vocal range of F3-F5
7.Mezzo Soprano: 2nd highest female voice type with a vocal range of A3-A5

8.Soprano: highest female voice type with a vocal range of C4-C6
https://ramseyvoice.com/voice-types/
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RANGE
PROJECTION

VOICE RESONATION
Where the voice resonates

MIXED VOICE
G3 to G4

HEAD VOICE
G4 to C5

FALSETTO
C5 to E6

HEAD VOICE

CHEST VOICE
E2 to G3

CHEST VOICE

MIXED VOICE

 Passaggio (breakpoint)

 Passaggio (breakpoint)

Passaggio is where the voice
begins to shift (transition) to
the next voice resonance
The goal is to make it a
smooth transition instead of a
jerky, sudden one

WHISTLE
E6 to UP

FIND YOUR RANGE
Your lowest to highest
notes
Warm up FIRST before
attempting full scale!
CHEST VOICE
E2 to G3

Your RANGE

Example of my entire vocal range (A#2 to A#5)

My tessitura range is: A3 to A4

WHISTLE
E6 to UP

FALSETTO
C5 to E6

Your HIGHEST singing NOTE →

Example of my falsetto range (C#5 to A#5)

Tessitura = comfort zone
Where you sing most
comfortably with little-to-no
effort or strain

HEAD VOICE
G4 to C5

 Your LOWEST singing NOTE

Example of my chest voice to head voice range (A#2 to D5)

I started with the E vowel
for chest, mixed, and head
voice then switched to AH
pronunciation for head
voice and OOH
pronunciation for falsetto

MIXED VOICE
G3 to G4

ONE
(A2 to A3)

OCTAVES

TWO
(A3 to A4)

THREE
(A4 to A5)

HIGHER notes
or keys

LOWER notes
or keys

Counts of 8

lowest note

Start with your lowest note (not a growl or whisper
or screech but an actual note)

Count to the NEXT key in the next octave until you
reach your highest note

highest note

So my lowest note is A#2 (round down to A2) and my
highest note is A#5 (round down to A5) and count the
octaves between = 3 octave vocal range

VOICE PROJECTION

Outward Projection

Inward Projection

How far OUT or IN you
project your voice

From Diaphragm
Mental focus on bringing the
voice IN for softer notes
Mental focus on projecting
the voice OUT for harder,
louder notes

Fill the diaphragm region with as much air as
possible distend the stomach OUT to give
more “fuel” to force oxygen through the vocal
chords and project the voice further OUT

VOICE PROJECTION and SCALE
How far OUT or IN you
project your voice

HEAD
MIXED
CHEST

How LOW or HIGH you
resonate

IN

OUT
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VOICE
REGISTERS
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VOICE REGISTERS
Vocal Fry

Distorting the voice to sound raspy or “metal voice” or low and
gravely. This is the lowest register but can be applied to higher
ranges.
Chris Cornell

Devin Townsend

Robert Plant

Sammy Hagar

Ronnie James
Dio

Modal
The regular, resting, non-distorted singing voice. This
is the normal, middle register.

Essentially
Anyone

Falsetto
Typically sung in higher keys with high pitch. This is
the 2nd highest register.
Eddie
Kendricks

Russell
Frankie Valli
Thompkins Jr.

Whistle
A type of falsetto sung at its highest register with the
voice comparable to an actual whistle.
Adam Lopez

Dimash
Kudaibergen

Lou Christie

Sam Smith

Barry Gibb

Smokey Robinson
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RESOURCES
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 Sing Sharp
for monitoring and recording your
notes and ranges

 NCH Mix Pad
for audio splicing/mixing
 Movie Studio Platinum
for audio and video editing (piecing all together)

 Synth Master
a keyboard DAW (Digital Audio
Workstation)

NCH Debut Professional →
for webcam video recording

 NCH Wavepad Sound Editor
for recording your voice and
playing back and editing

